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Abstract. A new opening cotton device used in detecting and eliminating
foreign fibers of cotton was presented in this paper. It is the first time to
propose that the multi-variable nonlinear constrained optimization algorithm
should be applied to obtain parameter values of the tooth profile of the opening
roller and feed rollers as well as their diameter and rotating speed values. This
approach was used to simultaneously consider the impact of all the performance
parameters, and the important performance parameters may be weighted. As a
matter of experience, the cotton fiber and foreign fibers were damaged small by
the tooth profile of the opening roller and feed rollers. The foreign fibers could
be easily detected and removed for they would not be torn.
Keywords: cotton; foreign fiber; opening roller; feed roller.
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Introduction

Foreign fibers of cotton mainly include cloth strips, hemp ropes, the polypropylene
fibers, plastic films, color yarns, feathers, hairs, and so on. In spinning process, the
foreign fibers are not only eliminated difficultly, but also pulled, torn into shreds
easily, and become tinier foreign fiber. They may have a strong impact on the strength
of the yarn, and are not easy to be dyed [1-2]. In recent years, the domestic and
foreign researchers have applied different techniques to identify various foreign fibers
of raw cotton based on their characteristics of geometry, physics and spectroscopy.
These techniques are machine vision at visible light and ultraviolet light wave,
infrared spectroscopy, X-ray image, and so on [2-6]. Different kinds of sorter have
been developed. However, some foreign fibers can only be detected and eliminated by
the sorters. Two main factors may lead the foreign fibers in cotton not to be detected
or eliminated. The first factor is that the polypropylene fiber which has the same color
with cotton is hard to detect, and still exists in the yarn. The second factor is that the
foreign fibers are increased dramatically after the cotton is opened, and it is hard to
detect and eliminate the foreign fibers.

At present, many researchers focus on the opening roller in rotor spinning. Duru
and Babaarslan (2003) suggested the opening roller speed should be high [7].
Mwasiagi et al. (2005) also proposed that the opening roller speed be 6500 rpm [8].
However, Murugan et al. (2007) and Ulku et al. (1995) tested that fiber rupture had
direct relationship with the opening roller speed and a high level of fiber damage
caused by the opening roller occurred at high speed [9-10]. So the opening roller
immediately influences the performance of the opened textile fiber, and then
influences textile quality. The opening roller referred on rotor spinning is not suitable
for the device of detecting and eliminating the cotton foreign fibers. Because the
opening roller combs the cotton fiber too tiny, and cotton fiber is extremely injured.
For this reason, a new opening cotton device used in detecting and eliminating the
foreign fibers was proposed in this paper.

2 Model of opening cotton device
A model of an opening cotton device for detecting and eliminating foreign fibers is
shown in Fig. 1. The device mainly comprises a pressing roller, a conveying belt, two
feed rollers, an opening roller and a cover plate. The pressing roller is set above the
conveying belt. The two feed rollers are installed at one end of the conveyer belt. One
of the two feed rollers is on the top of another. The opening roller is set under the
cover plate, and near the two feed rollers.
When the opening cotton device is working cotton that is put on the conveying belt
and compressed by the pressing roller is carried to the two feed rollers. The two feed
rollers that rotate in opposite direction pick up the cotton and transfer it to the opening
roller that rotates counterclockwise. The point and side of its saw teeth insert the
cotton from the bottom to the middle and top gradually and cut up the cotton. When
the cotton goes through separation zone between the opening roller and the cover
plate cotton fiber is separated from the cotton. At the moment, the foreign fibers in the
cotton are exposed in the surface of the cotton and can be detected effectively.
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Fig. 1. Model of an opening cotton device.1-pressing roller; 2- conveying belt; 3- feed rollers;
4- opening roller; 5- cover plate.
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3 Important parameters optimization for opening cotton device
3.1 Building the objective function
There are two requests to be contented for conveying cotton in the opening cotton
device: (1) The two feed rollers may provide enough cotton for the opening roller. (2)
In order to prevent the cotton plug, the feed rollers cannot feed too much cotton to the
opening roller. For these reasons, the absolute value of d-value of the cotton volume
that is carried by the feed rollers and picked up by the opening roller in the unit time
is as optimizing objective function. The objective function may be expressed as
follows:

f  C1 f1  C2 f 2 .

（1）

Where f1 is the cotton volume that is picked up by the opening roller in the unit
time ( mm

3

/ s ), f 2 is the cotton volume that is carried by the two feed rollers in
3

the unit time ( mm / s ), C1 and C 2 are weight coefficient. For the influence on
transferring and opening cotton, important degree of C1 and C2 is the same, so
C1  C 2  1 .
The cotton volume that is picked up by the opening roller in the unit time is the
product of the total tooth number on the opening roller, rotational speed of the
opening roller, the area of a single tooth profile and the width of base part of rack.
The cotton volume may be described as follows:

f1 



25.42

d1lz1n1 S1 w1 .

Where d 1 is diameter of the opening roller ( mm ),

（2）

l is length of the opening
2

roller ( mm ), z1 is tooth density of the opening roller，teeth /(25.4mm) , n1 is
rotational speed of the opening roller ( r

/ s ), S1 is area of a single tooth profile

2

( mm ), w1 is width of base part of rack ( mm ).
The tooth profile of the opening roller is line rack with a minus angle
Parameters of the tooth profile are shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2. Profile of the opening roller.
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Area of the tooth profile may be expressed as follows:

S1  S AJGC  S BCD  S DEF  S MLK  S ELG .

h12
(cot 1  cot  1 ) .
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Where

S MLK

（3）
（4）
（5）
（6）
（7）
2

S ELG

sin  1 sin  

 


p1  a1  h1 cot 1  cot 1   R1  tan 1  tan  .

2 sin(   1 ) 
2
2 


（8）
Where h1 is tooth height of the opening roller ( mm ), p1 is tooth pitch of the
opening roller ( mm ), a1 is the tooth top width of the opening roller ( mm ),

 1 is

working angle of the opening roller ( rad ),  1 is tooth rack angle of the opening

 is minus angle ( rad ), R1
the radius of arc MK ( mm ).
roller ( rad ),

is the radius of arc BF ( mm ), R2 is

Substituting equations (4), (5), (6), (7) and (8) into equation (3) and rearranging
terms gives:

S1  h1  p1  a1  

h1


 cot 1  cot 1   R12  tan 1  tan 
2
2
2


2
R12
  1     1  R2
2


 1     R2 cot
2
2
2
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p1  a1  h1  cot 1  cot 1   R1  tan 1  tan  

2sin   1  
2
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2

.

（9）

Substituting equation (9) into equation (2) yields:

h1
1

2
h1  p1  a1    cot 1  cot 1   R1  tan  tan 
25.4 
2
2
2

2
2
R
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2
2
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2
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2
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（10）

The cotton volume that is carried by feed rollers in the unit time is the product of
the total tooth number on the two feed rollers, rotational speed of the two feed rollers,
the area of a single tooth profile and the width of base part of rack. The cotton volume
may be described as follows:

2
（11）
d 2 l z 2 n2 S 2 w2 .
25.4 2
Where d 2 is diameter of the feed rollers ( mm ), l is length of the feed rollers
( mm ), namely the length of the opening roller, z 2 is tooth density of the feed
f2 

2

rollers，teeth /(25.4mm) , n 2 is rotational speed of the feed rollers ( r

/ s ), S 2

2

is area of a single tooth profile ( mm ), w2 is width of base part of rack ( mm ).
The tooth profile of the feed rollers is line rack. Parameters of the tooth profile are
shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3. Profile of the feed rollers.

Area of the tooth profile may be expressed as follows:

S 2  S AHEC  S BCD  S DEI .
Where

h2 
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（12）
（13）

（14）

（15）

Where

h 2 is tooth height of the feed rollers ( mm ), p 2 is tooth pitch of the feed
rollers ( mm ), a 2 is the tooth top width of the feed rollers ( mm ),  2 is working
angle of the feed rollers ( rad ),

 2 is tooth rack angle of the feed rollers ( rad ),

R is the radius of arc BDI ( mm ).
Substituting equations (13), (14) and (15) into equation (12) and rearranging terms
gives:



h

S2  R  2  R  tan 2  cot 2
2
2
2


   2  2 2
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R .
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2

（16）

Substituting equation (16) into equation (11) yields:

2 d2lz2 n2 w2   h2
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2
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f2 

（17）

Substituting equations (10) and (17) into equation (1), the objective function is:
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 2  p2  a2  
R .
2
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f 

 d1lz1n1w1 
2

3.2 Choosing optimized parameters and constraint conditions
The magnitude of the cotton volume that is picked up by the opening roller or carried
by the feed rollers in the unit time is mainly determined by the tooth profile, tooth
density, length, diameter and rotational speed. The shape of the tooth profile is
relevant to the tooth pitch, the tooth height, the tooth top width, the working angle, the
tooth rack angle, the minus angle and the arc radius. By experience, the working angle

6

and  2 are 75 degree. The magnitude of the length l is proportional to the
quantity of cotton that is carried by the device in the unit time, thus the magnitude of
length l should be determined by the quantity of opening cotton. According to

1

analysis above, the optimized parameters are

d1 , d 2 , n1 , n2 , z 1 , z 2 ,

p1 , p 2 , h1 , h2 ,  1 ,  2 ,  , a1 , a 2 , R1 , R2 and R . The parameters are converted to
the form that may be used in the optimizing function. The corresponding relationship
is:

 x1 
 d1 
 
 
 x2 
d2 
x 
n 
 3 
 1 
 x4 
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z
1
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p 
 8 
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And the objective function may be written in the form

f  x   f1  x   f 2  x  .

（19）

According to experimental data and experience formulas [11], the constraint
conditions of the optimized parameters are given by:

320  x1  360 , 55  x2  65 , 15.8  x3  27.5 , 0.67  x4  1 ,

30  x5  40 , 30  x6  50 , 5  x 7  6 , 5  x8  6 , 3  x9  5.6 ,

7

5
2
5
2

2
,
,
 x11 
 x12 
 x13 
18
5
18
5
6
9
0.25  x14  0.4 , 0.25  x15  0.4 , 3  x16  4 , 1  x17  2 , 2  x18  4 .

3  x10  4 ,

,

3.3 Results and discussions
Objective function f (x) is nonlinear. Constraint conditions are linear. It is the
more parameters and nonlinear constraint optimization. In this paper, we adopt
“fmincon” optimization function from MATLAB software [12,13]. The optimal
values of the parameters of the opening roller and feed rollers are given in the
following table.
Optimal values of parameters of the opening roller and feed rollers
Optimal values
of parameters
320

Names of parameters
Diameter of the opening roller

d1 （ mm ）

65

d 2 （ mm ）
Rotational speed of the opening roller n1 （ r s ）
Diameter of the feed rollers

z 1 (teeth / 25 .4mm 

z 2 (teeth / 25 .4mm 
Tooth pitch of the opening roller p1 （ mm ）
Tooth pitch of the feed rollers p 2 （ mm ）
Tooth height of the opening roller h1 （ mm ）

Tooth density of the feed rollers

Tooth height of the feed rollers

Tooth rack angle of the feed rollers

2

2

)

h2 （ mm ）

Tooth rack angle of the opening roller

Minus angle

1.0

n2 （ r s ）

Rotational speed of the feed rollers
Tooth density of the opening roller

15.8

 1 （degree）
 2 （degree）

 （degree）

The tooth top width of the opening roller
The tooth top width of the feed rollers

)

30
50
5.0
6.0
3.0
4.0
72
72
30

a1 （ mm ）
a 2 （ mm ）

0.4
0.25

The radius of arc BF

R1 （ mm ）

3.0

The radius of arc MK

R2 （ mm ）

2.0

The radius of arc BDI

R （ mm ）

4.0
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4 Conclusions
(1) In this paper, a new opening cotton device used in detecting and
eliminating foreign fibers of cotton was presented. The cotton fiber and

foreign fibers were damaged small by the new opening cotton device. The
foreign fibers could be easily detected and removed for they would not be torn.
(2) The multi-variable nonlinear constrained optimization algorithm was selected to
obtain parameter values of the tooth profile of the opening roller and feed rollers
as well as their diameter and rotating speed values.
(3) It is the first time to propose that the multi-variable nonlinear constrained
optimization algorithm should be applied to evaluate the design parameter values
of the opening cotton device. This approach was used to simultaneously consider
the impact of all performance parameters, and the important performance
parameters may be weighted. This could get more reasonable parameter values.
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